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ABSTRACT
In a three-dimensional virtual environment, aspects such as
narrative and interaction largely depend on the placement
and animation of the virtual camera. Therefore, virtual
camera control plays a critical role in player experience and,
thereby, in the overall quality of a computer game. Both
game industry and game AI research focus on the devel-
opment of increasingly sophisticated systems to automate
the control of the virtual camera integrating artificial intel-
ligence algorithms within physical simulations. However, in
both industry and academia little research has been carried
out on the relationship between virtual camera, game-play
and player behaviour. We run a game user experiment to
shed some light on this relationship and identify relevant dif-
ferences between camera behaviours through different game
sessions, playing behaviours and player gaze patterns. Re-
sults show that users can be efficiently profiled in dissimilar
clusters according to camera control as part of their game-
play behaviour.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.1 [Artificial Intelligence]: Applications and Expert
Systems—Games;
H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Mul-
timedia Information Systems—Evaluation/Methodology
1. INTRODUCTION
The virtual camera plays a vital role in 3D computer
games since it directly affects player experience and game
enjoyability [15]. A virtual camera serves as the player’s
point-of-view through which she perceives the game world
and gets feedback on her actions. Camera placement and an-
imation in games is usually directly controlled by the player
or statically predefined by designers. However, direct con-
trol of the camera by the player increases the complexity of
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the interaction and reduces the designer’s control over game
storytelling. On the other hand, statically placed cameras
release the player from the burden of controlling the point
of view, but they cannot guarantee a correct visualization
of all possible player’s actions. Moreover, in multi-player
games or in games where the content is procedurally gener-
ated, the designer has potentially no information to define
a-priori the camera positions and movements. Automatic
camera control aims to define an abstraction layer that per-
mits to control the camera using high-level and environment-
independent requirements, such as the visibility of a partic-
ular object or the size of that object on the screen. Given
these requirements and the current game state, the camera
controller should dynamically and efficiently infer the ideal
camera position and motion.
The process of finding the virtual camera position and ori-
entation that best fit a set of requirements has been widely
investigated [11]. On the contrary, the requirements them-
selves have received little attention despite their impact on
player experience [14]. Different camera settings, e.g. cam-
era position or number of subjects on the screen, affect the
information the player perceives from the game and influ-
ence the player’s emotional state. Moreover, the camera has
a significant impact on interaction as the vast majority of
modern computer games base their game-play on visual ac-
tions. It would be impossible, for instance, to aim at a target
which is not visible in the frame, or too easy to look for an
object which is always in the center of the screen.
Virtual camera parameters are commonly hand-crafted by
game designers and do not consider player preferences. In-
cluding the player in the definition of these parameters re-
quires the construction of a model of the relationship be-
tween camera motion and player experience [14]. In this
paper we investigate player preferences on virtual camera
placement and animation and analyse the relationship be-
tween camera behaviour, player behaviour and game-play.
In order to understand this relationship, data from player
gaze and the virtual camera motion is collected through
a game experiment and used to identify and describe the
players’ camera behaviours. Our hypothesis is that the gaze
motion behaviour, which is directly linked to the manual
camera control behaviour, depends on the player and the
type of her game-play actions and preferences. Therefore,
we expect that different players will focus on different object
types in the same game situation and that the same player
will observe different types of object in different game situ-
Figure 1: A screen-shot of the game used in the experiment.
ations.
The test-bed game used for all experiments in this paper is
a three-dimensional platformer (see Fig. 1) featuring all the
stereotypical aspects of the genre’s mechanics. The player
is requested to control the avatar and the camera through
the game while jumping on platforms, fighting with enemies
and collecting objects. Including gaze information in the
experiment allows a finer analysis of the player’s visual be-
haviour permitting, not only to understand what objects are
visualised by the player, but also which ones are actually ob-
served. Information on player’s visual focus also allows to
filter exactly which object is relevant for the player among
the ones visualised by the player through her control of the
virtual camera. Results obtained from the study presented
in this paper confirm the hypothesis above as relevant dif-
ferences in the camera behaviour were found among groups
of players and among game situations. A cluster analysis
of the gaze data collected reveals the existence of different
virtual camera motion patterns among the different areas of
the game. Moreover, a statistical analysis of the game-play
features between the identified clusters demonstrates the in-
fluence of certain game-play aspects on camera behaviour.
The paper provides an overview of the related work on
camera control and gaze interaction in games (Section 2) and
continues with a description of the test-bed game employed
in the experiment (Section 3) and a description of the ex-
perimental methodology followed (Section 4). Section 5 lists
the statistical features extracted from the collected data and
Section 6 provides a discussion of the results obtained. The
paper’s main findings are summarised in Section 7.
2. RELATED WORK
Early studies on camera control focused on the definition
of the camera properties and investigated the mapping be-
tween input devices and camera movement [17, 6]. The main
research focus in the field rapidly shifted towards automatic
camera control since direct control of the camera has shown
to be problematic for the user [12].
Several different techniques have been proposed for au-
tomatic camera control, based on a variety of mathemat-
ical models; however, the vast majority of the approaches
model the problem as a constraint satisfaction or optimisa-
tion problem [11]. These approaches allow the designer to
define a set of requirements on the frames that the camera
should produce and on the camera motion. Depending on
the approach, the controller positions and animates one or
more virtual cameras in the attempt to generate a shot or a
sequence of shots that satisfy the predefined requirements.
Requirements for the camera include constraints on camera
motion (such as speed limit), constraints on camera position
(such as maximum height), or constraints on the rendered
frames. The last type of camera requirements, introduced
by Bares et al. [3], define required properties on the frames
rendered using the camera such as subject inclusion or sub-
ject position within the frame.
2.1 Camera profiles
A large volume of research studies on automatic cam-
era control is dedicated to the analysis of robust and time-
efficient techniques to place and move the camera to satisfy a
set of given requirements. The definition of the requirements
for the camera motion and placement is often delegated to an
hypothetical designer, but questions such as “which subject
should be in the frame?”,“where should it be in the frame?”,
or “when should it appear?” have triggered a large number
of research studies within the virtual cinematography and
game AI research fields. These sets of requirements, usually
referred as camera profiles [7], define the set of constraints
and the objective function that needs to be optimised by the
automatic camera control system.
Christianson et al. [9] introduced a language that permits
the definition of shot sequences (idioms) with the desired
timings and subjects. Other researchers extended Chris-
tianson’s work by connecting shot plans with camera con-
straints [1], or by introducing advanced planning techniques
to support interactive storytelling [8, 13]. While the afore-
mentioned approaches address primarily the issues related to
the manual design of camera behaviours for dynamic and in-
teractive environments, other researchers have investigated
a different direction which does not require the contribution
of a designer. For instance, Bares’s and Lester’s work on
cinematographic user models [2] exploits user preferences to
define personalised camera profiles. One year later, Bares at
al. [4] developed a framework based on a model of intention
that automatically chooses a camera profile depending on
the user’s task.
Yannakakis at al. [18] studied the impact of camera view-
points on player experience and built a model to predict this
impact. That research study demonstrates the existence of
a relationship between player emotions, physiological sig-
nals and camera parameters. Therefore, in the light of these
results, it appears important to further investigate the rela-
tionship between camera and player experience to automate
the generation and selection of the virtual camera param-
eters. In this paper we attempt to incorporate alternative
player input modalities (i.e. gaze) as information for camera
profiling.
2.2 Gaze interaction in games
Eye movements can be recognised and categorised accord-
ing to speed, duration and direction [19]. In this paper, we
focus on fixations, saccades and smooth pursuits. A fixation
is an eye movement that occurs when a subject focuses at a
static element on the screen; a saccade occurs when a subject
is rapidly switching her attention from one point to another
and a smooth pursuit is a movement that takes place when
a subject is looking at a dynamic scene and she is following
a moving object.
Sundstedt et al. [16] conducted an experimental study to
analyse players’ gaze behaviour during a maze puzzle solv-
ing game. The results of their experiment show that gaze
(a) Avatar (b) Platform (c) Fuel Cell (d) Copper (e) Respawn Point (f) Jump Pad
Figure 2: Main components of the test-bed game used.
movements, such as fixations, are mainly influenced by the
game task. They conclude that the direct use of eye tracking
during the design phase of a game can be extremely valuable
to understand where players focus their attention, in rela-
tion to the goal of the game. Bernhard et al. [5] performed
a similar experiment using a three-dimensional first-person
shooting game in which the objects observed by the players
were analysed to infer the player’s level of attention. We
are inspired by the experiment of Bernhard at al. [5]; unlike
that study however, we analyse the player’s gaze patterns
to model the player’s camera movements, and moreover, in-
vestigate the relationship between camera behaviour, game-
play and player-behaviour.
3. THE GAME
A three-dimensional platform test-bed game has been de-
signed for the purpose of this study1. The game features a
robot-like avatar (see Fig. 2a) in a futuristic 3D environment
made of floating platforms (see Fig. 2b). The platforms can
be flat, or be composed by multiple smaller platforms with
different heights clustered together. Each platform can be
connected to another platform through a bridge or be dis-
connected, in which case the avatar is required to jump to
move from one platform to the other.
There are four main elements/objects that appear in this
game: fuel cells, coppers, re-spawn points and jump pads.
Fuel cells (see Fig. 2c) are collectable items increasing the
score of the player. Coppers (see Fig. 2d) are animated
robots which chase the avatar and hit him until he falls from
a platform. Coppers are normally static and get activated
when the avatar enters the platform they are placed on.
The player can kill a copper by moving the avatar close
to it and hitting it three times; killing a copper increases
the player’s score. Re-spawn points (see Fig. 2e) are small
stands placed on some platforms. When the avatar touches a
re-spawn point this becomes activated; each time the avatar
falls from a platform it reappears on the last activated re-
spawn point. Finally, the jump pads (see Fig. 2f) are black
and yellow areas on the platforms which allow the player to
perform a long jump.
The aim of the player is to reach the end of the level and
achieve the highest possible score. The score depends on
the time passed to reach the end of the level, the number
of collected items, the number of times the player avatar
falls from a platform and the number of damage inflicted
to the enemies. The total score, S, is calculated as S =
1The game is based on Lerpz, a tutorial game by Unity
Technologies - http://www.unity3d.com
5nfc+5np−10nfa+15nk +150LeLa where nfc is the number
of fuel cells collected by the player, np is the number of
times the player hits a copper, nfa is the number of times
the avatar falls from a platform, nk is the number coppers
killed, Le is the expected length of the level in seconds and
La is the actual time spent by the player to complete the
level. The score is designed to foster for different playing
strategies. Since the contributions of the different actions
have a comparable impact to the final score it is left to the
player to decide which action is more convenient to perform
according to her playing style.
The game consists of four levels: an initial tutorial and
three main levels. Each level starts with the avatar stand-
ing on the initial re-spawn point, as shown in Fig. 1, and
ends when the avatar reaches the last platform. The tuto-
rial level includes a walk-through of the game controls and
an overview of the contribution of the game actions to the
score. Moreover, during the tutorial, the player is guided
through all the challenges she will encounter in the three
successive levels. To eliminate any potential order effects
the order of the subsequent three levels is randomised and
different for each player. The main levels A, B and C, de-
picted in Fig. 4, have respectively an estimated gameplay
length of 1 minutes and 36 seconds, 3 minutes and 12 sec-
onds, and 2 minutes and 50 seconds. The expected play
durations have been determined measuring the competition
time of an expert platform player.
3.1 Controls
The player directly controls the avatar, as well as the cam-
era position and the camera orientation. The avatar is con-
trolled using the keyboard keys while the camera is con-
trolled via the mouse as described in Table 1. The avatar
movements are defined in a camera-relative space, therefore
the avatar will move left, right, forward and backward rela-
tively to the player’s point of view. The camera follows the
character as an orbital object at a fixed distance; the player
Button Action
W, A, S, D keys Move the avatar
(Forward,Backward, Left, Right)
Mouse movement Direct orbital camera control
Mouse Wheel Camera zoom
Left mouse click Punch
Right mouse click Jump
Centre mouse click Run
Table 1: Player’s controls via the keyboard and mouse.
(a) Fight area (b) Jump area (c) Collection area
Figure 3: The three different area types met in the test-bed game.
is able to change the distance using the mouse wheel and
rotate the camera around the avatar by moving the mouse.
Moving the mouse forward will increase the height of the
camera while moving it backward will decrease it. Moving
the mouse sidewise will make the camera rotate around the
avatar according to the mouse direction.
3.2 Game-play Areas
The three game levels are synthesised by a series of sub-
levels we name areas which are classified as jump, fight or
collection areas. The areas are categorised according to the
game-play experience they offer and the type of challenge
they pose to the player. In case an area offers more than one
challenge type, the category is defined by the most threaten-
ing challenge. The challenges are sorted in decreasing level
of threat as follows: fight, jump and collect.
Figure 3a shows a fight area where the main threat is
given by the opponent copper at the center of the platform.
The jump area depicted in Fig. 3b is composed by several
small floating platforms; the player needs to make the avatar
jump across all the platforms to complete the area. Figure
3c shows an area where the main task of the player is to
collect the fuel cells placed around the platform.
4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
As mentioned earlier, our experimental hypothesis is that
the way a player controls the virtual camera in a three di-
mensional computer game is directly linked to her gaze be-
haviour and to the actions she is performing in the game.
We represent the virtual camera behaviour as the amount
of time the player spends framing and observing different
objects in the game environment while playing the game.
Specifically, in this experiment, the camera behaviour model
is based on the amount of time the player spends watch-
ing fuel cells, enemies, platforms, jumps pads and re-spawn
points. These times are measured in the experiment by com-
bining the player’s gaze position on the screen with the vir-
tual camera orientation.
(a) Level A (b) Level B (c) Level C
Figure 4: The three levels of the test-bed game.
4.1 Setup
The experiment is set in a room without windows. The
room contains a desk, a chair and two computers: the first
computer runs the computer game while the second one col-
lects the data from the game and the player’s gaze and syn-
chronises the two streams into one log. The first computer
is connected to a 17” screen, a keyboard and a mouse; the
second computer is headless and is only connected to the
gaze tracker and, through a network cable to the first com-
puter (see Fig. 5). Running the gaze tracking process and
the game on different machines guarantees the necessary re-
sources for both and minimizes the risk of data loss due to
heavy computation.
We used the Eyefollower2 gaze tracker for the purpose of
this experiment. The Eyefollower is a device able to locate
the player’s gaze position on a computer screen through a
combination of three cameras. The first camera, placed on
top of the screen, tracks the head position while two other
motorised infra-red cameras, placed at the bottom of the
screen, follow the player’s eyes and track the point of regard
(Fig. 5). The gaze tracker samples the player’s gaze at a 120
Hz frequency (60 Hz per eye). The declared accuracy of this
system is 0.45 degree in optimal conditions and the visual
acuity is about 1 degree. The Eyefollower necessitates an
environment with fluorescent lighting and no daylight or in-
candescent lights as ambient infra-red light or incandescent
lights would interfere with the infra-red light emitted by the
gaze tracker.
4.2 Protocol
Before each experiment session starts the screen position
is adjusted to match the participant height: the screen and
the cameras are placed at 60 cm away from the participants’
head and just below her line of sight. Each participant goes
through the gaze tracker calibration procedure in the pres-
ence of the experimenter. When the tracker is correctly
calibrated, the experimenter leaves the room and the par-
ticipant can start the experiment by clicking on a large start
button on the screen. The participant is then presented with
on-screen instructions about the game controls and proceeds
to the tutorial level of the game. After the tutorial, the par-
ticipant is asked to answer a few demographic questions and,
once the questionnaire is completed, she starts to play the
three main levels. The total amount of time needed to com-
plete the experiment is, on average, 13 minutes. No time
limit is enforced to give the players the possibility to choose
the game style they prefer.
2developed by LC Technologies, Inc. - www.eyegaze.com
Figure 5: The setup used for our experiments.
4.3 Collected Data
Twenty nine subjects participated in the experiment. Twenty
four were male, five were female; the age of the participants
ranged between 23 and 34 years. Statistical data about
game-play behaviour, virtual camera movement and gaze
position is collected for each participant. Data collection
is synchronised to the Eyefollower sampling rate, therefore,
data is sampled 120 times per second. Each data sample
contains:
• Game-play information, including events such as a fuel
cell collected, pressed keys and the avatar position.
• Position and orientation of the camera.
• Coordinates of the gaze position on the screen.
• The number and the type of objects around the avatar
at each frame classified into two categories: close and
far. All the objects reachable by the avatar within the
next action are labelled as close otherwise as far.
5. EXTRACTED FEATURES
The data collected for each game is split into three datasets
according to the three areas discussed earlier in Section 3.2.
Each time a player completes an area two types of statis-
tical features are extracted from that area: game-play and
camera related features. The features of the first type are
the experiment’s independent variables and encapsulate el-
ements of the player’s behaviour in the area. The features
of the second type describe the camera behaviour for each
platform, therefore, they define the experiment’s dependent
variables.
5.1 Game-play
For each area, the following game-play statistical features
have been calculated that reflect the actions performed by
each player:
• Number of fuel cells collected: the number of col-
lected fuel cells divided by the number of available fuel
cells in the area.
• Number of damage given: the number of punches
given to the enemies.
• Number of damage received: the number of times
the avatar is hit by an enemy.
• Number of re-spawn points activated: the num-
ber of re-spawn points activated divided by the number
of re-spawn points available in the area.
• Number of jumps: the number of jumps performed
in the area.
5.2 Camera Behaviour
Camera behaviour can be modelled directly using the data
about camera position relative to the avatar. However, this
approach would fail revealing which objects the player wants
to watch during play. A better approximation would be
achieved by analysing the objects present on screen through
each area. The presence of a certain object on the screen,
however, does not necessarily imply an intentionality of the
player; e.g. the object might be on the screen only because
it is close to an object the player is interested to. The gaze
data available permits to overcome this limitation since, us-
ing the gaze position, it is possible to understand which
object is actually observed among the ones framed by the
player. Therefore, to model the camera behaviour, we com-
bine camera movements and gaze coordinates to identify the
objects observed by the player at each frame and we extract
the following time-based statistical features:
• Time watching the avatar: the time spent watching
the avatar divided by the area’s completion time.
• Time watching fuel cells: the time spent watching
fuel cells close to the avatar divided by the time there
is at least one fuel cell close to the avatar.
• Time watching enemies: the time spent watching
enemies close to the avatar divided by the time there
is at least one enemy close to the avatar.
• Time watching re-spawn points: the time spent
watching re-spawn points close to the avatar divided
by the time there is at least one re-spawn point close
to the avatar.
• Time watching jump pads: the time spent watch-
ing jump pads close to the avatar divided by the time
there is at least one jump pad close to the avatar.
• Time watching platforms: the time spent watching
platforms close to the avatar divided by the time there
is at least one platforms close to the avatar.
• Time watching far objects: the time spent watch-
ing any object far from the avatar divided by the area
completion time.
• Camera Speed: the average speed S of the cam-
era relative to the avatar and it is defined as S =
(Dc−Da)/T , where Dc is the distance covered by the
camera during the completion of an area, Da is the
distance covered by the avatar and T is the time spent
to complete the area.
The time spent watching each object is calculated as the
sum of the durations of the smooth pursuit and fixation
movements of the eyes during which the gaze position falls
within the object’s projected image. For an object to be
watched by the player, it is necessary that this is visible on
the screen and thus framed by the camera. Therefore these
features are not only directly influenced by the gaze move-
ment but also indirectly by the virtual camera behaviour.
Area Types
Index Collection Fight Jump
Davis-Bouldin 3 3 8
Krzanowski-Lai 2 3 3
Calinski-Harabasz 2 3 3
Dunn 2 2 2
Hubert-Levin 3 3 3
Table 2: Number of clusters suggested by each cluster valid-
ity index. The selected number of clusters appears in bold.
6. RESULTS
As described earlier in Section 3.2 the extracted features
are calculated within each of the areas appearing in a level.
Areas missing more than 12 gaze samples (the minimum du-
ration of a fixation movement) are removed from the dataset.
Such areas are viewed as experimental noise as they only
carry partial information about the observed objects. After
this first filtering the dataset contains 1168 records corre-
sponding to all areas completed by the experiment partici-
pants with complete gaze information. Although the game
contains only 36 areas across the three levels, the player can
move freely in each level and thus complete an area more
then one time. The area type is labelled dynamically for
each record according to the type of game-play available each
time, e.g. if a player returns into an area previously labelled
as fight after having killed all the enemies, the new record
will be labelled according to the game-play options the area
offers in the second visit. The data is further cleaned by
removing all the records (area visits) with a duration lower
then 2.5 seconds resulting into 759 records. The records are
then sorted into three separate groups according to the area
type resulting into three smaller datasets. The collection the
fight and the jump area dataset contain 239, 378 and 142
records respectively.
We follow a two-step experimental approach for the anal-
ysis of the collected data. As a first step we employ a clus-
tering method on the camera related features of each area
type to identify different virtual camera behaviours (see Sec-
tion 6.1). We then perform a statistical analysis on the
relevant differences among these clusters in terms of game-
play to find the game-play features that influence camera
behaviour (see Section 6.2). We discuss the main findings of
this approach in Section 7.
6.1 Clustering
The number of distinct camera behaviours as well as their
internal characteristics can only be based, in part, on do-
main knowledge. One can infer camera behaviour profiles
inspired by a theoretical framework of virtual cinematogra-
phy [2, 13, 10]. or alternatively follow an empirical approach
— as the one suggested here — to derive camera behaviour
profiles directly from data. The few existing frameworks fo-
cus primarily on story-driven experiences with little or no
interaction, thus are not applicable in our context. There-
fore, we adopt a data-driven approach and we employ the
k-means clustering algorithm on the gaze-based extracted
features for the purpose of retrieving the number and type
of different camera behaviours.
Unsupervised learning allows us to isolate the most signifi-
cant groups of samples from each dataset. However, k-means
requires the number of clusters k existent in the data in or-
Collection Areas (k = 2)
N AV FC JP RP DO SP
150 0.595 0.108 0.034 0.113 0.021 3.338
89 0.361 0.125 0.056 0.072 0.012 8.852
Fight Areas (k = 3)
N AV FC COP JP RP DO SP
137 0.674 0.042 0.095 0.049 0.034 0.036 3.283
99 0.676 0.032 0.478 0.044 0.056 0.025 5.293
142 0.250 0.029 0.069 0.030 0.052 0.013 5.927
Jump Areas (k = 3)
N AV FC PL DO SP
33 0.759 0.464 0.795 0.202 2.1293
80 0.736 0.113 0.658 0.059 2.7593
29 0.450 0.163 0.559 0.012 5.5854
Table 3: Average gaze features values and number of records
of each cluster for the three datasets. N is the number of
records, AV is the time spent observing the avatar, FC is the
time spent observing fuel cells, COP is the time spent ob-
serving coppers, JP is the time spent observing jump pads,
RP is the time spent observing re-spawn points, PL is the
time spent observing platforms, DO is the time spent ob-
serving distant objects and SP is the relative camera speed.
der to minimise the intra-cluster variance. To overcome this
limitation, the algorithm runs with a progressively higher k
value — from 2 to 10 — and the clusters generated at each
run are evaluated using a set of five cluster validity indexes.
The algorithm runs 50 times for each k and the run with
the smallest within cluster sum of squared errors is picked
for validation. Table 2 shows the value of k which optimises
each validity measure for each dataset, the most appropriate
number of clusters for each area type is selected through a
majority voting mechanism.
Table 3 shows the average gaze features values of each
cluster for all three datasets The value contained represents
the average time spent observing each object divided by the
time spent completing the area. It is important to state
that the sum of the values of each record can be greater
than 1.0 since the player can observe two overlapped objects
at the same time. This is possible in a three dimensional
game as all the rendered objects have the same distance from
the eyes independently from their position in the virtual
environment. On the other hand, even if the overall value is
greater than 1.0, each record does not represent the complete
behaviour of the gaze but it focuses only on the task-relevant
objects.
The two clusters emerging from the gaze behaviour data
of the collection areas show two very distinct behaviours in
terms of camera speed and time spent observing the avatar
and the fuel cells. The first cluster of players spend, on
average, almost twice as much time as the players of the
second cluster observing the avatar. Moreover, the players
belonging to the first cluster spend on average 20% less time
observing fuel cells and move the camera at less then half
of the speed, compared to the players belonging to the sec-
ond cluster. These values suggest that the camera for the
first cluster should move slowly and focus primarily on the
avatar, while the behaviour exhibited by the second cluster
Area
Type
Fuel Cells Damage
Given
Damage
Received
Re-spawn
Points
Jumps
Collect. 5.02 - - 1.23 0.76
Fight 1.63 12.42 10.89 0.49 9.64
Jump 11.98 - - - 0.53
Table 4: F-distribution values of the inter-cluster ANOVA
test on the game-play features. The threshold for a 5% sig-
nificance level is F > 3.85 for the collection and fight areas
and F > 2.99 for the jump areas. Values above the threshold
appear in bold.
would be better modelled with a fast camera with an equal
focus on the avatar and the other relevant items in the area.
We label these behaviour patterns respectively as Slow On
Avatar and Fast On Task.
In the jump areas, as expected, all the players spend a
large amount of time observing the platforms; however, their
camera behaviour differs on all the other parameters. The
first cluster evenly focuses on all the objects in the area and
moves the camera at very low speed (2.1293). Such values
suggest that the camera for this cluster should stay at a long
distance in order to frame all the objects of each platform
and should move at a low speed. We label this behaviour
as Slow Overview. Both the second and the third clusters
of players focus primarily on the avatar and the platforms,
but differ on the camera speed. Since the platforms are the
primary task objects in these areas, we label the two clusters
respectively as Slow On Task and Fast On Task.
The first and the second cluster of the fight areas exhibit
a behaviour matching, respectively, the Slow On Avatar and
the Fast On Task patterns. The third cluster of players, on
the other hand, observe all the object for a very short time
s suggesting far camera moving at high speed. We label this
behaviour as Fast Overview.
6.2 Statistical Analysis
The areas have been categorised into three types to sort
out the trivial differences related to the challenges available
in each area. However, within each area type the players
have the full authority to chose which action to perform,
e.g. in a fight area a player could fight each enemy or just
run through the area without engaging in any combat. For
this reason, it is necessary to identify the differences between
the clusters identified in terms of player behaviour.
The null hypothesis in the statistical test employed is that
there is no statistical difference between the game-play fea-
tures of the various clusters identified by k-means. An inter-
cluster one-way ANOVA is performed for each game-play
feature to identify for which features we can reject the null
hypothesis and, therefore, isolate the gameplay features that
have an effect to the camera behaviour.
Table 4 shows the results of the test. Values greater than
3.85 for the collection and fight areas and 2.99 for the jump
areas identify the features which exhibit a significant inter-
cluster difference with a 5% significance level. In the fight
areas dataset there is a significant difference in terms of dam-
age (both given and taken) and number of jumps. In the
other two area datasets the clusters differ significantly in
the number of fuel cells collected.
The camera behaviour differences between the two clus-
ters of the collection areas emerge also in game-play. The
Collection Areas
Fuel Cells Re-spawn Points Jumps
0.526 0.001 2.719
0.624 0.000 2.774
Fight Areas
Fuel Cells Damage
Given
Damage
Received
Re-spawn
Points
Jumps
0.148 0.788 0.759 0.088 2.416
0.179 2.909 1.747 0.136 0.798
0.163 0.923 0.535 0.127 1.606
Jump Areas
Fuel Cells Jumps
0.893 4.065
0.558 4.300
0.606 4.034
Table 5: Average game-play features values of each cluster
for the three datasets. Significantly different values appear
in bold.
average number of collected items of the two clusters is sig-
nificantly different and, as shown in Table 5, the players of
the first cluster collect on average about 20% less fuel cells
than the second cluster. Similarly, the three clusters of the
jump areas are characterised by a different average number
of collected items. The first cluster of players collect, on
average, approximately 50% more fuel cells compared to the
second and 60% more compared to the third.
In the fight areas the playing clusters differ in the amount
of damage received, damage given and number of jumps.
The first cluster of players is identified by little and ineffec-
tive interaction with coppers (both damage taken and given
have equal values) and a high number of jumps. The third
cluster of players shows a similar attitude towards coppers
as the damage given value is rather similar to ones in the
second cluster. However, the third cluster of players show a
much lower amount of damage taken (about 40% lower) and
almost half the number of jumps, demonstrating a better at-
titude towards fighting. The second cluster is characterised
by high levels of damage taken and given and a number of
jumps considerably smaller than the other two clusters.
7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed an approach to model players’ cam-
era control behaviour and its relationship to game-play and
the in-game player behaviour. The camera behaviour mod-
els are based on information about players’ gaze and virtual
camera position collected during a game experiment. The
data collected is split into small areas with coherent game-
play and then categorised into three groups according to the
game-play provided to the player. For each group the data is
clustered using k-means to identify relevant behaviours and
the clusters are analysed for significant differences in terms
for game-play experience. The clustering of the data reveals
2 clusters of camera behaviour for the collection areas and 3
clusters for camera behaviour for the fight and jump areas,
each characterized by a specific pattern of control. More-
over, the analysis of variance of the extracted game-play
features between the clusters shows a significant relation-
ship between the clusters and some game-play features.
Such relationship could potentially be exploited to pro-
vide a personalised camera behaviour. For instance, in the
fight areas, an automatic camera control system might be in-
structed to generate a Slow On Avatar camera if the player
tends to perform a high number of jumps, while it might be
instructed to generate a Fast Overview camera if the player
tends to fight often with the enemies present on the plat-
forms. Moreover, by following the approach proposed in
this article, the same principle could be applied in any game
incorporating a third person camera, enabling the game de-
signers to create more personalised visual experiences.
The analysis of collected data also suggests that the game
is visually very complex and a multitude of objects compete
for the player’s attention. This is especially evident in the
camera behaviour clusters in which the players do not fo-
cus primarily on the task-related objects but spend a large
amount of time observing the virtual environment. This as-
pect could be limited by reducing the visual noise in the
game, but this would require to turn down the game and
drastically reduce the applicability to other games of the
same genre. The actual version of the game incorporates
visually and in terms of game-play all the standard features
of modern 3D platformers and, besides the aforementioned
limitations, the results give an evidence of the relationship
between camera behaviour models and game-play in such
games. Moreover the same methodology could be used to
build camera behaviour models for different games such as
role-playing games or action games.
As a future step, a precise model of the relationship be-
tween game-play and camera behaviours could be built from
the collected data in order to dynamically recognise the
game play pattern and apply the right camera behaviour
model. Moreover, the model could be adapted in real-time
to optimise one or more aspects of the player experience with
the introduction of an affective model of camera behaviour.
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